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Conflict Update # 70 

May 25th, 2022 

Conflict Assessment 

Key Takeaways 

Russian forces prioritized advances 

east and west of Popasna in order to cut 

Ukrainian ground lines of communication 

(GLOCs) southwest of Severodonetsk and 

complete encirclement efforts in Luhansk 

Oblast.  

Russian forces have likely entered 
Lyman and may use this foothold to 

coordinate with advances southeast of 

Izyum to launch an offensive on Siversk.  

Russian forces may start the Battle of 

Severodonetsk prior to completely cutting 

off Ukrainian GLOCs southwest and 

northwest of Severodonetsk. 

Russian forces struck Zaporizhzhia 

City in an attempt to disrupt a key logistics 

hub for Ukrainian forces operating in the 

east. 

Russian forces are increasingly 

facing a deficiency in high-precision 

weaponry - Ukrainian General Staff 

reported that due to an increasing lack of 

high-precision weapons Russian forces are 

seeking other methods of striking critical 

infrastructure and have intensified the use 

of aircraft to support offensives. The 

Ukrainian Main Intelligence Directorate 

(GUR) noted that up to 60% of Russia’s 

high-precision stockpile has already been exhausted, which is consistent with previous reports by Western defense 

officials that Russian forces have been increasingly relying on “dumb bombs” because they are facing challenges 

replenishing their supplies of precision munitions in part due to sanctions targeting Russia’s defense-industrial 

production. A lack of high-precision weapons will likely result in an increase in indiscriminate attacks on critical and civilian 

infrastructure. 
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The Kremlin is attempting to expand the pool of Russian passport-holders in occupied areas - Putin signed 

a decree on May 25 that will simplify the procedure for obtaining a Russian passport within Kherson and Zaporizhia 

Oblasts. This renewed campaign of so-called ”mass passportization” is occurring in occupied territories and likely 

represents an effort to set conditions for some sort of post-conflict political arrangement (the precise form of which Putin 

prefers remains unclear) through manipulating access to Russian citizenship. Occupation authorities may additionally 

attempt to exploit this new decree to carry out covert mobilization in occupied areas, as having a Russian passport would 

make conscription-eligible residents of occupied territories subject to forced military service. 

The Kremlin and Russian military commanders are introducing new regulations aimed at addressing the 

diminishing level of combat-ready reserves. The Russian State Duma and the Russian Federation Council passed a bill 

raising the maximum age for voluntary enlistment into the Russian military from 40 to 50. Russian Telegram channels 

also reported that Russian leadership forced operational officers and commanders of the Russian Border Guards of 

southern Russian regions including Rostov Oblast and occupied Crimea to indefinitely cancel all summer vacations--a 

rather unsurprising step in light of the military situation in principle, but an indication of the next source of manpower to 

which Putin will apparently turn. Russian Border Guards will reportedly deploy to training grounds for unspecified 

exercises in late May. Ukrainian General Staff also reported that Russian forces are forming new reserve units within the 

Southern Military District. 

Subordinate Main Effort—Southern Kharkiv, 

Donetsk, Luhansk Oblasts - The Donetsk People’s 

Republic (DNR) Militia Head Eduard Basurin confirmed 

that Russian forces have adopted an approach of 

creating smaller cauldrons to deprive Ukrainian troops 

of logistics and reinforcements, rather than pursuing a 

single large-scale encirclement on the Donetsk Oblast 

administrative border. ISW has previously assessed that 

Russian commanders have likely abandoned the 

objective of completing a large-scale encirclement of 

Ukrainian forces in Donbas. 

 Russian forces prioritized three advances east and west 

of Popasna in an effort to cut Ukrainian GLOCs 

southwest of Severodonetsk and complete the Luhansk 

Oblast cauldron. They continued to advance east of 

Popasna to seize settlements on the T1303 highway to 

Lysyschansk, northeast to cut Ukrainian access to T1302 

highway from Bakhmut to Lysychansk, and southwest 

along the T0504 highway from Popasna toward 

Bakhmut. They reportedly made advances towards 

Bakhmut from Svitlodarsk, a settlement just north of 

Debaltseve, and continued heavy shelling likely in 

preparations for a ground offensive. 

Russian forces seem to be prioritizing efforts to cut the 

two highways to Severodonetsk over launching 

offensive operations on Bakhmut at this time. Luhansk 

Oblast Administration Head Serhiy Haidai refuted reports that Russian forces had cut off or blocked the T1302 highway 

on May 25. They are unlikely to completely isolate Ukrainian forces from GLOCs just by seizing the southwestern T1303 
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and T1302 highways to Severodonetsk given 

the network of alternate if smaller roads in the 

region and will need to block or disrupt 

Bakhmut and Siversk to complete the Luhansk 

cauldron. 

 Russian efforts to isolate Severodonetsk and 

Lysychansk may not be well synchronized in 

time and space with an impending direct 

Russian assault on Severdonetsk, although it is 

too soon to tell. The Russians are likely some 

days away from even cutting off the GLOCs to 

Severdonetsk and Lysychansk, and it would 

likely take some time for the disruption of 

those GLOCs to affect the cities’ defenders’ 

abilities to continue fighting. The intensity of 

Russian artillery and air attack, however, 

combined with the massing of Russian forces 

drawn from elsewhere in theater for the 

assault on Severodonetsk suggests that the 

assault could be launched before the GLOCs 

have been cut or before their disruption could 

have a material effect. The drive to cut the 

GLOCs could also be an effort to create an 

outer encirclement ring, however, to prevent 

Ukrainian forces from attempting to reinforce 

Severodonetsk as it is attacked or to relieve it 

if it is isolated or falls. 

Russian forces may need to conduct a ground offensive on Severodonetsk in upcoming days to maintain their pace after 

committing a significant portion of personnel, artillery, aviation, and logistics to the front. Ukrainian Defense Ministry 

reported that Russian forces conducted offensive operations in the vicinity of Severodonetsk and Lysychansk on May 25. 

Haidai stated that Russian forces will lose the momentum of their heavy shelling and motivation if they do not launch an 

attack on Severodonetsk by Sunday. He also reported that Russian forces already committed over 10,000 troops - 

approximately 25 battalion tactical groups (BTGs) composed on 300 to 500 servicemen each - and military equipment 

including S-400 surface-to-air missile systems. Russian military commanders likely had to withdraw these forces from 

other axes, slowing down Russian advances in Zaporizhia, Donetsk, and Kharkiv Oblasts. Russian forces have also 

reportedly reached mortar range of Severodonetsk. 

Russian forces continued unsuccessful attempts to improve tactical positions in the direction of Slovyansk and advance 

southeast of Izyum on May 25. UGS reported that Russian forces unsuccessfully attempted to launch another ground 

assault on Dovhenke, approximately 18km south of Izyum. Russian forces also tried to advance towards Lyman from the 

Izyum area but did not gain any new ground from this direction. 

Social media videos of Russian soldiers claiming to have entered Lyman from the east suggest that Ukrainian forces could 

have withdrawn from the settlement on May 25. Russian forces in Izyum could possibly try to coordinate efforts with 

other units in Lyman to launch an offensive on Siversk, a settlement located on a major highway 30km west of 
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Severodonetsk. An offensive on Siversk would assist Russian forces in cutting Ukrainian ground lines of communication 

(GLOCs) to Severodonetsk from the northwest. 

Russian forces unsuccessfully attempted to seize settlements east and west of Avdiivka, and did not achieve any territorial 

gains on Donetsk-Zaporizhia Oblast border. They reportedly shelled railway tracks near Avdiivka, likely to further shake 

up Ukrainian fortifications in the area. Unconfirmed social media reports reiterated that Russian forces made advances 

to encircle Ukrainian positions from the northwest, but ISW cannot independently confirm these claims. 

Supporting Effort #1—Kharkiv City - Russian forces intensified artillery attacks against Ukrainian positions and 

focused on maintaining and regaining control of territory north of Kharkiv City on May 25. UGS stated that Russian forces 

shelled Ternova, Ruski Tyshky, and Rubizhne and that 

Russian troops attempted a ground offensive near 

Ternova, indicating that control of settlements in 

northern Kharkiv Oblast remains contested. Russian 

forces did not make any confirmed advances on this 

axis on May 25. 

Supporting Effort #2—Southern Axis - Russian 

forces focused on improving their tactical positions 

and conducted air, rocket, missile, and artillery 

strikes along the Southern Axis on May 25. Ukrainian 

Southern Operational Command reported that 

Russian troops clashed with Ukrainian defense in 

northeastern Mykolaiv Oblast while attempting to 

advance towards Kryvyi Rih. They conducted a rocket 

strike against residential areas of Zaporizhzhia City, 

which the Russian Defense Ministry claimed was an 

attack on Ukrainian production workshops at the 

Motor Sich plant. The direct attack on Zaporizhzhia 

City is likely intended to disrupt a key logistics hub for 

the Ukrainian army operating in the east. Russian 

forces additionally fired on areas Kryvyi Rih and 

elsewhere in Dnipropetrovsk Oblast, Mykolaiv, and 

Kherson Oblasts. Ukrainian Southern Operational 

Command noted that the Russian grouping in Crimea 

continued to bolster air defense and deployed two 

additional S-400 anti-aircraft missile divisions to the 

northwestern part of Crimea. 

Activity in Russian-occupied areas - Occupation authorities continued to take measures to consolidate 

administrative control of occupied territories on May 25. Putin signed a decree on May 25 that simplifies the procedure 

for obtaining Russian passports in Zaporizhia and Kherson Oblasts. The Ukrainian Resistance Center referred to this 

decree as an attempt at “mass passportization,” which is likely an indicator that occupation authorities could seek to 

facilitate annexation directly into the Russian Federation and strengthen administrative control over occupied areas. 

Russian occupiers in Kherson Oblast are reportedly trying to force locals into occupied areas to cooperate with occupation 

organs and are attempting to mobilize Ukrainians into the Russian army.  
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Russian forces continued to strengthen occupation control in Mariupol on May 25. The Russian Defense Ministry claimed 

that Russian and proxy forces completed the demining of the seaport and that the city is beginning to function on more 

regular basis. Advisor to the Mayor of Mariupol Petro Andryushchenko stated that authorities of the Donetsk People’s 

Republic (DNR) are beginning a new policy in Mariupol wherein citizens will be eligible to directly obtain Russian passports 

without obtaining DNR passports. Such “passportization” measures may be intended to further set conditions for the 

direct annexation of Mariupol into the Russian Federation. Occupation authorities additionally continued filtration and 

deportation measures in Mariupol under the supervision of Federal State Security (FSB) agents and Russian “volunteers.” 

Immediate items to watch 

• Russian forces are likely reinforcing their grouping north of Kharkiv City to prevent further advances of the 

Ukrainian counteroffensive towards the Russian border, and may commit elements of the 1st Tank Army to 

Northern Kharkiv in the near future. 

• Russian forces are prioritizing cutting off two major highways to Severodonetsk but may start to storm the city 

before they successfully cut GLOCs. 

• Occupation forces in Mariupol will continue to strengthen administrative control of the city but are likely unsure 

as to what the ultimate annexation policy will be. 

• Russian forces are likely preparing for Ukrainian counteroffensives and settling in for protracted operations in 

Southern Ukraine. 

Inter-Ethnic Animosity Saps Effectiveness of Russia’s Army in Ukraine - Russia’s 2022 re-invasion of Ukraine 

has damaged not only bilateral relations between the two majority–Eastern Slavic neighbors but also—perhaps 

inadvertently—destabilized ties, links, goodwill, and mutual trust between the Russian periphery and the center, on the 

one hand, and between certain ethnic groups within the Russian Federation, on the other. 

Witness the recent conflict between Buryats and Chechens in the invading force. At the end of April, the Ukrainian 

Defense Ministry’s Main Intelligence Directorate (GUR) released a statement about a gun battle between Russian troops 

from the Siberian republic of Buryatia and Chechen fighters loyal to Chechnya’s leader, Ramzan Kadyrov. Upwards of 100 

soldiers were reportedly drawn into the exchange of fire in the village of Kyselivka, in occupied Kherson Oblast. “The 

causes of the inter-ethnic conflict are the reluctance of the Buryats to go on the offensive and the ‘inequality’ of their 

circumstances compared to those of the Chechens,” the GUR statement read. The latter never fight on the front line, 

always remaining in the rear as “barrier squads,” the spy agency said. “Their [Chechen fighters’] task is to force the 

occupier’s units to press forward. That is, to open fire on those who are attempting to retreat.”  Although the GUR report 

is sparse on details, the Buryats appear to resent the Chechen troops appropriating most of the loot they had plundered 

from Ukrainian homes. Little wonder the Siberian service members rebelled against Kadyrov’s forces; but there is 

arguably more to the story than meets the eye. 

A couple of decades earlier, those same people or their relatives could have been fighting on opposing sides of another 

war, 1,000 kilometers to the southeast, in Chechnya. Buryatia still takes pride in the fact that since 1994, over 3,500 of 

its citizens “have taken part in armed conflicts in the North Caucasus. Eighty-six died, and a further 108 were wounded, 

while two are missing in action.” Although Buryats were numerically far outnumbered by ethnic-Russian soldiers, they 

stood out by virtue of their physical appearance. Many Chechens still remember them riding on top of armored personnel 

carriers and manning checkpoints. The former commander of the Buryat special task police squad, Vyacheslav 

Markhayev, who served six tours in Chechnya, even built an elaborate mythology around his time there, which he then 

parlayed into a successful political career. For Buryat army and police personnel, the Chechen wars may have served as 

a source of income or a ladder for advancement; but for most Chechens, it was a bitter fight for survival. That entangled 

web of memories, associations and wartime experiences may have contributed to the outbreak of violence in the 

Ukrainian village. 
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The Buryats are by no means the only non-Slavic ethnic minority in the Russian military that is reporting a high number 

of deaths. Available data suggests that two North Caucasus republics—North Ossetia and Dagestan—have suffered a 

comparable number of fatalities. In fact, Dagestan, a republic of 3.1 million people, accounts for most of the reported 

deaths among the constituent territories of Russia. In per capita terms, however, it ranks behind the absolute leaders, 

Buryatia and North Ossetia. 

This is in stark contrast to predominantly Russian-populated Moscow, St. Petersburg and Moscow Oblast. Only three 

residents of Moscow (the sixth-largest city in the world that accounts for at least 6.6 percent of Russia’s population) are 

known to have been killed in action to date. 

Zelenskiy Warns Of 'Extremely Difficult' Period As Russia Boosts Offensive In Eastern Ukraine - Russian 

forces have stepped up their assault on the eastern Ukrainian region of Luhansk as Moscow now appears focused on 

securing and expanding its gains in Donbas and the southern coast. 

As the conflict entered its fourth month, President Volodymyr Zelenskiy warned in his nightly address last night that the 

coming period of time will be "extremely difficult," especially in the eastern Donbas region. 

"All the power of the Russian army, which still remains in them, has been thrown into the attack," Zelenskiy said in his 

nightly address on May 24. The Russian forces are aiming to destroy everything in Lyman, Popasna, Severodonetsk, and 

Slovyansk, he said. 

"But in the interceptions of their conversations, we hear that they are well aware that this war does not make sense for 

Russia and that strategically their army has no chance," he said. 

It will take time and "a lot of extraordinary efforts" for Ukrainians to break their advantage in equipment and weapons, 

Zelenskiy said as he again called for Western countries to supply more heavy weapons. 

Providing rocket-propelled grenades, tanks, anti-ship, and other weapons to Ukraine is the best investment to maintain 

stability in the world and prevent many "severe crises" that he said Russia is still planning. 

Putin 

Russia Threatens Nuclear War - This past month Russia paraded a giant thermonuclear missile and smaller Iskander-

M missile launchers through Moscow's Red Square. The monster thermonuclear RS-24 Yars ballistic missile carries ten 

nuclear warheads, each of which weighs 15 tons apiece. The missile can travel at nearly 15,000 miles an hour and is 

capable of obliterating targets some 7,450 miles away, basically hitting any target in the world. Russia marched this 

behemoth through Moscow's streets under the threat of their Defense Minister who declared that Russia would use their 

nuclear weapons should any nation arm Ukraine. Well, the Western nations have been arming Ukraine and are being 

very vocal about it. 

Russia is going to continue to threaten and rattle their saber. Making such threats places the world in great peril because 

you never know how far events can escalate and get out of control. 

What people sometimes don't understand is that Russia holds to a military doctrine of first use. The United States has 

declared that we would never again be the first nation to use a nuclear weapon, though we reserve the right to respond 

accordingly. But, Russia has a plan to use nuclear weapons should they ever feel like they are being backed into a corner 

or are existentially threatened. 

Over and over again in these past weeks during the war in Ukraine, Putin and others in Russia have intimated that they 

feel threatened. They have been claiming that the West has been threatening them, so the warnings are there. The risk 

remains real that a nuclear threat could escalate catastrophically. 
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Russia calls this first-strike doctrine the Escalate to De-escalate Doctrine. Their strategy involves escalating the threat to 

guarantee a win. They trot out the nuclear threat early in the hopes of making their enemies back down.  

Putin is going to lose his war and the world should prepare for instability in Russia - Three months after 

launching his ill-conceived invasion of Ukraine, it seems increasingly likely that Putin’s bid to liberate the Donbas from 

Kyiv will be remembered as one of the most spectacular failures in contemporary military history.  

Russian troops lost the battle for Kyiv within the first month of the conflict and are now struggling to make any headway 

in eastern Ukraine. Meanwhile, they continue to suffer devastating losses: by May 16, according to Ukraine’s Ministry of 

Defense, Ukrainian forces had killed more than 28,000 Russian soldiers. The question now is whether the national 

humiliation Russia faces more closely resembles the 1905 Russo-Japanese war, which marked the beginning of the end 

of the Tsarist era, or Josef Stalin’s failed attempt to seize Finland in the Winter War of 1939-1940. 

Systemic corruption has hobbled Russia’s ability to fight a war successfully. Since 2013, for example, Putin has awarded 

at least $3.2 billion in military procurement contracts to his friend Yevgeny Prigozhin—who has provided Russian troops 

with such meager food supplies that they have resorted to looting grocery stores simply to feed themselves. Cheap, 

poorly-made Chinese tires have been blamed for slowing the advance of Russian military convoys. According to reports 

by Ukraine’s anti-corruption agency, one contractor supplied Russian troops with what were advertised as bulletproof 

vests, but which turned out to be filled with cardboard instead of armored plates. 

The tide of Putin’s war in Ukraine is increasingly shifting against Russia, and it will almost certainly end in a devastating 

Russian defeat. This would not be the first time Moscow has launched an ambitious military adventure in search of 

additional territory, only to find itself outmatched and humiliated. 

The more plausible parallel is the Russo-Japanese war of 1904-5. Its origin was imperial rivalry. Russia sought a warm-

water port on the Pacific Ocean, colliding with Japan’s imperial ambitions. The war started off poorly for Russia, but Tsar 

Nicholas II insisted on fighting on, while the hope of victory dissipated. Even so, he continued the war to preserve the 

dignity of Russia by averting a “humiliating peace.” But Russians were humiliated by the defeat and rose against Tsar 

Nicholas II, extracting a more liberal regime. 

Today, Russia is facing not just a humiliating defeat but also a horrendous economic collapse, for which Putin bears full 

responsibility. Russia’s official predictions are an 8-12 percent decline in GDP, but it might become twice as large. In 

August 1998, after six days of a far less severe financial crisis, Russian President Boris Yeltsin dismissed his government. 

Putin, by contrast, has not allowed anyone in his government to resign, compelling everybody to be with him until the 

bitter end. Needless to say, fear appears to prevail among the Russian government elite. 

The conventional wisdom is that Putin’s Praetorian Guard, the Presidential Protection Service, is strong, well paid, and 

loyal to Putin and will protect him against any coup attempt. However, the cost of Putin’s continued leadership to Russian 

society is so great that it would be surprising if no group would mobilize against him.  

Sudden and ample leaks from the otherwise secretive intelligence community suggest an elevated degree of interagency 

rivalry. Even if Russia continues to censor news of the war and the scope of its loss in Ukraine, the truth will eventually 

become obvious. During a decade of war in Afghanistan, 15,000 Soviet soldiers were killed, a failure that contributed to 

the collapse of communist rule, but more Russian soldiers than that were killed in the first two months of fighting in 

Ukraine. 

Russia’s domestic environment looks explosive at every level. Plausible rumors are spreading about arrests and sacking 

of top security officials; at least seven top Russian businessmen have reportedly committed suicide after first having killed 

their families, making these appear like executions. Social unrest has not been widespread in recent years, but it does 

occur, and the level of anticipated decline in output and living standards has not been recorded since the early 1990s. A 
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natural popular reaction would be widespread social unrest, which would aggravate the tensions among the security 

services. 

Eventually Russia’s Security Council could oust Putin. This body meets once a week, but in the last two years it has only 

convened in person once, on February 21, when Putin demanded approval of his war against Ukraine. They met in one 

of the big halls in the Kremlin at a distance of many meters from Putin. Initially, Putin’s reticence to meet with his 

colleagues was attributed to his extreme fear of the coronavirus, but now he appears most of all scared of his 

collaborators, as indicated by his predilection for sitting at the end of a long table. 

The Security Council has replaced the Politburo as the highest decision-making body, but it enjoys no popular authority. 

If the Security Council were to take over, Russia might once again see a collapse of political power, as in the coup attempt 

in August 1991, and power could end up in the street. A couple of years of unpredictable disorder might ensue. The 

alternative would be that Putin succeeds in mobilizing his secret police and transforms Russia into a new North Korea, 

which would be much worse. It is difficult to discern any middle road in this dramatic situation. 

Whatever the outcome, the West must begin to plan for the collapse as well as the reinforcement of Putin’s regime. If 

Putin reinforces his power, Western policy needs to act correspondingly. Its sanctions on Russia need to be maintained 

until all Russian troops have left Ukraine. While the West should offer Ukraine substantial material support for its 

reconstruction, sanctions on Russia should be maintained until Russia has agreed to make reparations for the horrendous 

damage it has caused to Ukraine. Future flows of Russian émigrés are likely to exceed the millions currently streaming 

out of Ukraine. 

If Putin loses power, however, Russia’s future looks much more hopeful. A time of disarray would be to be expected, but 

if Russia eventually achieves a decent democratic regime, the West should stand up and deliver a proper Marshall Plan, 

as it did not do in 1991. Hopefully, a preceding Western reconstruction of Ukraine can serve as a master plan. 

Containment 

US to boost Pacific spending to counter China, but no ‘real number’ yet - The White House’s Indo-Pacific 

Strategy announcement didn’t include any money attached to it, but that should change in the next federal budget, 

according to Camille Dawson, deputy assistant secretary at the State Department’s Bureau of East Asian and Pacific 

Affairs. 

As every close watcher of the military knows, money is the expression of strategy and the fiscal 2022 budget had already 

been fixed by the time the White House approved this strategy, she said. 

“The current fiscal year budget had already gone through the process by that time, so we will be looking to next year’s 

budget to incorporate the additional items outlined in the Indo-Pacific strategy. So we can’t give a real number now,” 

she said Tuesday, answering a question from the audience here at AUSA’s conference on Pacific land power. 

She noted that “at the end of our Indo-Pacific strategy document [PDF] and the 10-point action plan, the very first line of 

effort listed in that action plan describes how we will drive new resources to the region.” 

In the meantime, Dawson said the administration has announced the reopening of an embassy in Honoria, capital of the 

Solomon Islands, and is “talking about expanding our diplomatic presence elsewhere.” The Solomons, of course, are the 

site of what appears to be a significant victory for China, with the government there signing a secret security pact that 

may allow Chinese troops and ships to operate from the island nation. 
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Geopolitics 

NATO Must Contest Russian Moves in Its Southern Underbelly - When NATO adopts a new strategic concept 

at the Madrid summit in June, the alliance will rightfully refocus on its founding purpose: defending Europe and 

reinforcing its military posture in the East. But its members must not neglect a key aspect of this effort: preventing Putin, 

whose ambitions extend beyond Russia’s immediate neighborhood, from roiling Africa and the Middle East to put 

pressure on NATO’s “soft underbelly.” 

Western allies have for too long regarded Russia’s interests and actions in NATO’s eastern and southern flanks as two 

separate sets of foreign policy. As Russia pursued a regional power approach in the south, systematically building 

security-based relationships, the alliance perceived Russia’s strategy in the east much differently: a maximum political 

and economic pressure campaign to keep former Soviet states in Russia’s sphere of influence, supported by small-to-

medium-scale military presence, but short of large-scale warfare against its neighbors. 

That perception was exposed as fiction by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, which shocked NATO members who believed 

Moscow would somehow confine its increasing use of military tools to Syria or the Sahel.  

Internationally isolated after annexing Crimea in 2014, Putin reversed an expected loss for Syrian dictator Bashir al Assad 

and secured Syria’s role as a Russian client state. Consequently, the war raged on and produced a mass exodus of refugees 

toward Europe, sparking a migration wave that seriously challenged European countries’ internal cohesion. By 

establishing Moscow as a major power broker and gatekeeper—despite international outrage—the Syria intervention 

was a powerful tool to bring Russia back from its relative isolation after the Crimea shock. 

Moscow saw its success in Syria as cause to systematically expand its reach across NATO’s Southern flank. Had it not been 

for the intervention of the Turks on behalf of the Tripoli government, Russia-backed strongman Khalifa Haftar might now 

rule Libya. Russia struck arms deals and expanded its military footprint across the region, upgrading a naval base in Tartus 

and using air bases in Syria, Libya, and Algeria. 

More recently, Russia has also expanded its reach in sub-Saharan Africa and the Sahel. In 2020, Moscow signed an 

agreement with the government of Sudan to establish a naval base in Port Sudan, granting Moscow control over the Red 

Sea and Suez Canal, a maritime choke point. While short of a decisive military role, Russia has established itself as the 

lead international partner of governments in the Central African Republic, Mali, and Sudan. In Burkina Faso, a military 

coup this January was celebrated by crowds calling for a stronger Russian role. Moscow is repeating its playbook: 

capturing embattled authoritarian elites of strategically located countries, securing military positions, exploiting natural 

resources, training fighters, and testing weapons.  

Of course, the conflicts on NATO’s southern flank have deeper-seated roots. They must not be viewed through a one-

dimensional lens of Russia-NATO confrontation, nor will they be resolved by pushing back Russia. But exploiting these 

conflicts as a leverage pool for Russia-NATO confrontation consistently matches Russia’s approach and past behavior. 

NATO must be clear-eyed about Moscow’s intentions in the Sahel region and not be fooled by its attempts to portray 

itself as a mediator or stability provider. 

Unfortunately, Russia seems to be winning this race. As France withdraws its troops from Mali, Russia keeps a sizable 

footprint in the country even as Putin pulls back mercenaries and foreign fighters from Syria and Libya for deployment in 

Ukraine. Russia's reaction to Mali's recent withdrawal from the G5 regional counterterrorism force last week, blaming it 

on undue Western pressure, also speaks to a worrisome Russian awareness and confidence regarding the Kremlin's 

growing influence on the Sahel's dire regional security outlook.  

When NATO recalibrates its strategy this June, the alliance cannot neglect its southern flank. Putin sees both the East and 

the South as instrumental for Moscow’s overarching goal of pushing back NATO’s influence. He will use all means at his 
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disposal to create additional threats for allies while the war in Ukraine is raging on closer to most alliance members’ 

homes. Strategically, he works the entire neighborhood as one geopolitical arena—and so must we. 

How to Prepare for the Next Ukraine - Washington Must Ramp Up Support for Vulnerable Partners—Before It’s 

Too Late - It is too soon to predict how Russia’s brutal, unjustified war against Ukraine will end. But for now, it is clear 

that the Russian military has shockingly underperformed in the first phase of the war, whereas the Ukrainian military has 

punched far above its weight. Other revisionist powers contemplating aggression will be looking closely at Russia’s failings 

to avoid making the same mistakes, and the countries they threaten will be looking to Ukraine’s example for insight into 

how to fend off a larger, better-equipped adversary. 

But there are also lessons for the United States. U.S. defense leaders need to consider what outcomes in Ukraine mean 

not only for how Washington assesses the military capabilities of adversaries in the future but also for how the United 

States and its allies can use asymmetric tactics to undermine those adversaries’ strengths and exploit their weaknesses.  

For example, militaries fielded under leaders who do not tolerate dissent or question assumptions will be vulnerable to 

a host of problems, from strategic miscalculation and inadequate logistics to poor battlefield command and troop morale. 

This is a systemic weakness of authoritarian regimes, but other states can also be susceptible. In addition, militaries that 

have not been tested in battle may struggle to train troops for the actual conditions they will face in war, to fight 

effectively as a joint force, and to adapt in real time to an adversary’s asymmetric tactics. 

Moscow’s war effort has been deeply flawed, but that is not the only reason Ukrainian forces have fared so well: they 

have been able to take advantage of Russian weaknesses thanks in part to the help they have received from the West. 

The remarkable performance of Ukraine’s military is a direct result of a multiyear security-assistance effort undertaken 

by the United States and its NATO allies since Russia’s 2014 invasion of Crimea. In those eight years, support in the form 

of equipment, training, and help with planning transformed the Ukrainian military into a far more capable fighting force. 

Over the past three months, unified Western assistance has made a difference on the battlefield, too. Dozens of countries 

have come together to share intelligence, offer military and economic aid, and impose severe economic and political 

costs on Russia. 

In Ukraine, Washington now has a working model for strengthening the ability of its allies and partners to defend 

themselves and, possibly, to deter future conflict. It should not wait until another powerful nation menaces a smaller 

neighbor to act on the lessons from this war. 

There is a saying among military professionals often attributed to Omar Bradley, the American general who served as 

chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff after World War II: “Amateurs talk strategy. Professionals study logistics.” Russia’s 

military logistics in this war have been wholly inadequate. The Ukrainians exploited this shortcoming, sabotaging forward 

units and poorly defended supply lines as the Russian army attempted to reach Kyiv over land. Moscow’s forces quickly 

ran out of fuel, food, and other basic supplies. Was this failure to provide logistical support and operational security to 

the invasion forces a consequence of inadequate planning? Did graft and corruption siphon resources away? Was it sheer 

incompetence? Probably all of the above. Russia’s shortcomings in this area and its inability to adapt under attack have 

revealed a critical vulnerability that Ukrainian forces should continue to exploit. Its failure also serves as a warning for 

any future aggressor that seeks to project power across long distances or contested terrain. 

Another surprise has been the failure of the Russian air force to gain control of Ukraine’s skies or successfully conduct 

joint operations with troops on the ground, despite having a larger fleet than Ukraine. Ukrainian forces have shot down 

an estimated 172 Russian aircraft in the first two months of the war alone. Russian pilots are limited by the fact that they 

have few long-range precision-guided missiles in their inventory, which means they must often operate within the reach 

of Ukrainian antiaircraft weapons. To date, the Russian air force has primarily conducted deliberate strikes on military 

and civilian targets (the latter contributing to charges of war crimes), while providing little to no close air support for 
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ground forces in combat. Without reconnaissance and strike craft in the air, soldiers are left far more vulnerable and less 

effective. 

The United States’ and its allies’ contributions to Ukraine’s success so far offer a template that can be applied to future 

conflicts. Of particular note is the Biden administration’s unprecedented use of intelligence. The rapid declassification of 

information early in the crisis to combat Russian propaganda with hard facts denied Putin the ability to set a false 

narrative and manufacture a justification for war. By sharing intelligence with partners, Washington had an easier time 

bringing together a large and effective international coalition, since its allies and partners were able to develop a common 

assessment of the threat. And, if media reports that the United States has provided intelligence to Ukrainian forces are 

true, Washington has undoubtedly enhanced their effectiveness on the battlefield, enabling them to thwart Russian 

advances and target Russian force concentrations. 

Beyond intelligence sharing, the Biden administration’s extensive consultation with allies and partners has paid off in the 

initial response to the Russian invasion. A high degree of collaboration at both the logistical and the policy levels has 

enabled remarkable transatlantic unity behind tightening sanctions and a well-coordinated flow of military equipment to 

fill critical gaps in Ukraine’s arsenal, from Russian-made air-defense systems provided by eastern European nations to 

artillery, mortars, ammunition, antiship missiles, armed drones, and armored vehicles from others. The synchronized use 

of multiple supply lines from frontline NATO countries into Ukraine has made it possible to deploy new equipment in 

record time. For all its success, the surge in military aid to Ukraine has also revealed vulnerabilities in the U.S. defense 

industrial base—stocks of Stinger antiaircraft missiles, for example, have been significantly depleted, and replacing them 

will take time. Washington will need to shore up the weak links, but on the whole, it can treat the Ukraine case as a model 

of close coordination working well. 

What is most important is that the United States and its allies have maintained their robust support for Ukraine without 

triggering a broader war between Russia and NATO. As Russian leaders engage in nuclear saber rattling, the U.S. response 

has been calm and deliberate. The United States and NATO have walked a careful line when it comes to military 

involvement, rejecting proposals for a no-fly zone to avoid putting their personnel in direct contact with Russian forces 

while still reaffirming their commitment to defend “every inch” of NATO territory. Time will tell whether this balance is 

sustainable. If Russian forces appear headed for defeat and Putin employs chemical or tactical nuclear weapons to try to 

regain the initiative, or if Russia miscalculates and strikes supply lines inside NATO territory, such clear escalation will test 

the alliance’s measured posture. 

If the United States and its allies and partners want to meaningfully strengthen their capacity to deter and defeat future 

attacks by Russia, China, and other authoritarian states, there is much they can learn from the war in Ukraine. Above all, 

the early trajectory of this crisis makes clear that Washington cannot and should not wait until conflict looms to start 

strengthening its own ability to prevent aggression and the ability of at-risk partners to defend themselves. Security 

assistance should be accelerated and focused on providing asymmetric capabilities that are not provocative on their own 

but instead turn vulnerable partners into “porcupines” that are difficult and costly to attack. (Foreign Affairs). 

Impacts 

US special ops realizes it’s behind on information war capabilities - As videos of Ukrainian military successes, 

Russia’s battlefield failures and humanitarian atrocities committed by Russian forces flood out of Ukraine online, US 

special operations leaders worry that the US military needs to quickly build up its information warfare capabilities. 

“I still don’t think that we have all the tools that we need, and we need to continue to develop at speed how we push 

back inside the information space,” Gen. Richard Clarke, commander of US Special Operations Command, said at the 

Special Operations Forces Industry Conference Tuesday. 
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For the last three months, Clarke said, Ukrainian leadership has used the information space to boost morale and expose 

the truth about the Russian military’s actions in Ukraine, effectively swaying the world against Russia. But now, the US 

needs to start thinking about what authorities, tools and capabilities it will use in the information space against a more 

difficult adversary, Clarke said. 

Russia Downplays Negative Economic Impact of Ukraine War for Its Central Asian Allies - Russia’s large-

scale re-invasion of Ukraine, which prompted the West to adopt ever-tightening economic sanctions against the 

aggressor, is forcing Central Asian countries to grapple with the negative fallout spilling over to their own economies. 

Disruptions to traditional logistical supply routes, a looming food crisis, currency fluctuations, high inflation, and the 

possible mass return of migrant workers from Russia to their home countries are just a few of the most prominent 

examples of these detrimental tendencies. In the absence of any meaningful assistance coming from the Russian 

government, regional countries are turning to the United States and the European Union for help to mitigate the negative 

consequences for their economies. As a result, senior Moscow officials’ hostile anti-Western rhetoric is not only falling 

on deaf ears in Central Asia but also causing muted irritation among regional leaders, who are increasingly dismayed by 

the Kremlin’s belligerent behavior in Ukraine and its seeming indifference to their own economic hardships.  

During the latest series of high-level meetings within the framework of the various Moscow-led post-Soviet integrationist 

groupings—namely, the Commonwealth of Independence States (CIS), Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO) and 

Eurasian Economic Union (EEU)—Russian officials attempted to justify their unprovoked aggression against Ukraine and 

to elicit statements of support from their Central Asian counterparts. As usual, these efforts were permeated with heavy 

doses of conspiracy theories and antagonistic rhetoric demonizing the West. 

During the CIS foreign ministerial meeting in Dushanbe on May 13, the top Russian diplomat, Sergei Lavrov, accused the 

US of trying to destroy Russia’s traditional trade relations with other former Soviet states. He also accused the EU of 

imposing unilaterally developed economic goals on Central Asian countries (Mid.ru, May 13). On another occasion, 

dedicated to the 30th anniversary of the establishment of the CSTO, which was held in Moscow on May 16, Russian 

President Vladimir Putin called for stronger unity among the Russia-dominated alliance’s members. Moreover, he sought 

to convince the other visiting regional leaders that Washington was trying to destabilize the sanitary-epidemiological 

situation in their countries through the network of local cooperatively shared biological research laboratories (so-called 

“Lugar laboratories”). During the last EEU prime ministers’ meeting in Nursultan, on February 28, Russian Prime Minister 

Mikhail Mishustin encouraged the other member countries to adjust their economies to new realities and resist Western 

efforts to force a wedge between them.  

While struggling to maintain its trade relations and political influence over Central Asia, Russia has failed to come up with 

any meaningful assistance of its own to mitigate the negative consequences those countries suffer as a result of Moscow’s 

war. On the contrary, some of the measures Russia had recently undertaken—such as banning the export of cereals, 

sugar and other commodities—could further complicate the already-difficult socio-economic situation across Central 

Asia. 

Disgruntlement over this reality was evident during the recent CIS foreign ministerial meeting in Dushanbe. As admitted 

by Sergey Lebedev, the organization’s secretary general, some of the member countries requested economic and 

financial support from Russia, but those requests did not elicit any concrete positive response.  

All Central Asian governments are, to one degree or another, now scrambling to open new markets for their products 

and to connect to new logistical supply routes that bypass Russia, especially in their trade with European countries. Some, 

like Uzbekistan, are hopeful that preferential access to the EU market through the so-called GSP+ scheme, granted to it 

in April 2021, might help offset the current negative tendencies in its foreign trade balance. The value of this commercial 

exchange with Europe still does not match Uzbekistan’s heretofore high trade volume with Russia. Yet in the first four 

months of 2022, Uzbekistan increased its exports to France 9-fold, to the United Kingdom by 2.6 times, to Germany by 
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nearly double, and to Poland by 51.4 percent. Under the GSP+ arrangement, more than 6,200 Uzbekistani goods can now 

be exported duty free to the EU market. As a result, Uzbekistan’s total exports to Europe increased by 56 percent 

(Daryo.uz, May 24). 

Central Asian governments remain apprehensive about potential Russian provocations, especially in their domestic 

politics (such as Kazakhstan—see EDM, May 12) or involving outside forces, like the Afghan terrorist groups that have 

tried to attack Uzbekistan and clashed with Tajikistani border guards recently. Therefore they will maintain a neutral 

position over Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and will probably refrain from openly condemning it (YouTube, April 24; 

Gazeta.uz, April 19; Interfax, May 15). 

The Ailing Belarusian Economy and Lukashenka’s Plea on Big Brother’s Behalf - According to a January 2022 

forecast published by the World Bank, the Belarusian economy would contract by 2.8 percent over the course of the 

year. But in April, the international financial institution sharply revised down its estimate to a drop of 6.5 percent. The 

April forecast additionally envisages a 45.1 percent GDP collapse in war-torn Ukraine and a not-small 11.2 percent decline 

of the Russian economy. Already in the first quarter, Belarus’s economic recession amounted to 2.1 percent compared 

to the same period in 2021. Last year, Belarus’s GDP grew by 2.3 percent; and the government in Minsk had then 

predicted 2.9 percent growth for 2022. However, these prognostications were made before the outbreak of Russia’s 

unprovoked full-scale war against Ukraine and the ensuing sanctions against both Moscow and its closest ally, Minsk. The 

World Bank also predicts that Belarusian exports will shrink by 14.2 percent and imports will fall by 18.8 percent (Zerkalo, 

May 17). Because the Belarusian economy is much more open (i.e., export-oriented) compared to Russia’s, this projected 

decline is nothing short of cataclysmic. 

Since sanctions precluded Belarusian exports of refined oil to the European Union, two Belarusian refineries have scaled 

down their operations. They are now tasked solely with meeting domestic demand. According to Prime Minister Roman 

Golovchenko, the Novopolotsk-based Naftan facility is now processing 11,700 tons of crude oil per day, whereas Mozyr 

Refinery handles 13,700 tons per day. For comparison, in 2020, the Mozyr plant processed 24,000–25,000 tons per day 

(Belta, April 7). When the presidents of Russia and Belarus met in Moscow on May 16, their 40-minute conversation 

included a discussion of coordination in the area of import substitution, the transshipment of Belarusian cargo via Russian 

seaports, and the construction of a “Belarusian port” near St. Petersburg, in the vicinity of the existing Bronka deep-sea 

terminal (Belta, May 16). 


